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For the Milwaukee Police Department to be effective it must be well-led. It must have an experienced, diverse, 

able team of men and women who know how to shape the officers they supervise into responsive, accountable 

public servants. 

 

That is what makes the current stand-off between Mayor Tom Barrett and Police Chief Alfonso Morales over 

the appointment of two assistant chiefs so disheartening and so worrying. 

 

The facts do not seem to be in dispute: Chief Morales wants to recruit back to the department two veteran 

supervisors to serve as assistant chiefs. One had previously retired, began receiving a pension, and was then 

hired to a civilian position in which she currently serves. The Mayor has been quoted as objecting, saying this 

is a type of “double-dipping”. The other prospective assistant chief is currently serving as the chief of police in 

another community, and the Mayor, believing the candidate is asking for too much in salary, is preventing his 

salary from being approved. 

 

The Chief has only said that these are two individuals on whom he feels he can rely, who have records of 

strong leadership, and who he needs to help prepare Milwaukee not only for the 2020 Democratic National 

Convention but all its up-coming obligations. 

 

Now, I will observe that Mayor Barrett has come a bit late to a concern over double-dipping, having himself 

nominated a retired police captain as the executive director of the City's election commission. Perhaps he 

joined Emerson in the belief that a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds. And, while I am all too 

aware of the fiscal problems facing the City, sooner or later he will have to abandon his obsession with the 

provision of the Salary Ordinance that no salary be set higher than his own. The demands of the modern 

workplace will, I think, force him to yield on this. 

 

For his part, the Chief might have proceeded with more caution, making certain the needed approvals were in 

place before going to the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners to ask for its permission to fill these 

positions. That all this is playing out in public has made compromise all the more difficult. 

 

In the end, though, these men must settle this. The department needs these chiefs and this community needs the 

dedicated service the department provides. We cannot afford to have a police department as lacking in 

leadership as Milwaukee has far too frequently been over the last 16 years.    
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